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Località di partenza e arrivo: The start of the route can be reached by a stretch of easy and clean dirt road that starts from the SP27 road going towards Ponsano.

Tatti is one of the most important and best-preserved forests in Italy due to the presence of oak trees
(Quercus petraea), which are not very common in the Mediterranean environment.
The forest is the heart and soul of this itinerary: you will enjoy losing yourself in the thousands of shades of
green or autumn colours and imagine forestry activities being carried out, perhaps thanks to the immortal
words of Carlo Cassola who set his novel “Il taglio del bosco” (the cutting of the woods) here.
The route starts from Dispensa di Tatti, a building used to house woodcutters, charcoal burners and
guards, and then enters the valley of Botro delle Pilelle, in a beautiful holm oak wood. After crossing the
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small but lovely watercourse, where the Apennine frog can often be spotted, the trail leads along an old
charcoal-burner’s route up the small valley of Botro Lecci, where numerous centuries-old oaks stand tall
and sombrely rule the forest.
After returning to the ridge you wll once again thread along the forest road, in the area known as
“Olmastrelli” until you will come across a stone commemorating the place where, in 1944, three large
partisan units joined forces in the well-known XXXIII Brigata “Garibaldi” partisan army. After a short stretch
along the dirt road, the path will take you back to the Botro valley, crossing a beautiful stretch of forest
with turkey oaks, oaks and large holm oaks.

Points of interest
1. Century-old hornbeam

Naturalistic feature
A truly generous environment for plants. The particular coolness of Tatti
allows plants such as the hornbeam to reach a large size, which is certainly
rare in the Mediterranean environment.
2. Start and end of the route - The Tatti Forest

Start-End, Nature reserves - access point

3. Picnic area

Pic Nic Area

4. Car park, access point Tatti Forest

Car park

5. Panorama of the Tatti forest

Viewpoint

6. Botro delle Pilelle

Naturalistic feature
Over the millennia, this stream has carved out the rocks along its course,
giving rise to characteristic round pools, known as potholes, which provide an
ideal habitat for the Apennine frog, an amphibian endemic to peninsular Italy,
to breed.

7. Secular oak

Naturalistic feature
The oak (Quercus petraea) is undoubtedly the queen of the forest. Centuriesold plants, released during past felling operations, bear witness to the power
and beauty of this plant, once much used for timber and favoured for the
production of the excellent acorn for grazing.
8. The oak forest of Tatti

Naturalistic feature
Tatti, a true and beautiful forest with one of the largest and most interesting
pure stands of oak (Quercus petraea) in Italy and Europe. This oak is scarcely
widespread in the Mediterranean environment and ﬁnds its greatest diﬀusion
in the central European environment. A forest with an average height that
often exceeds 25 metres, a true forest similar to those in central Europe, in
an environment close to the Mediterranean coast.

